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TTTiiitttllleee                  FFFooorrrmmmaaattt                  QQQtttyyy...       PPPrrriiiccceee                                          TTToootttaaalll   
 
Caring for Your Lion    Hardback________    $16.95 __________  
When a boy's long-awaited pet arrives, a note on the crate 
reads, "Congratulations on your new lion! We know you 
ordered a kitten, but we ran out of those." Fortunately, the big 
cat comes with instructions- like, try very hard NOT to look 
like a zebra. Or a gazelle. And order ten pizzas for dinner. 
Caring for a lion is hard work, but could the king of the 
jungle end up being the purrrr-fect pet? 
 
The Farm that Mac Built   Hardback________    $17.99  __________ 
A scarecrow emcees a barnyard theater production of 
riotously costumed cows and pigs in a farm adaptation of 
"The House That Jack Built" that is interrupted by the 
unexpected arrivals of rambunctious monkeys, break-dancing 
kangaroos and singing elephants. 
 
Knock, Knock     Hardback______     $16.99 __________ 
A lively, whimsical story told mostly in knock-knock jokes 
follows the efforts of Bear to settle down for a long winter 
nap at the same time an increasing number of noisy 
woodland friends drop by and plan a surprise welcome-back 
party for him. 
 
A Little Chicken       Hardback________    $16.99 __________ 
Scared of many things including wolves, bears and lawn 
ornaments, Dot the chicken plucks up her courage to save the 
day when one of her mother's eggs rolls out of the nest and 
down a steep hill. 
 

Lovebird Lou     Hardback________    $16.99 __________ 
Witnessing the amazing abilities that different birds display 
and feeling unfulfilled with the laidback lovebird lifestyle, 
Lou decides to spread his wings and see what else he can 
accomplish. 
 
Mary Had a Little Glam              Hardback________   $16.99 __________ 
In this fun take on a familiar nursery rhyme, fashion-forward 
Mary helps some of childhood's most beloved characters go 
glam ... Mary's school friends look fabulous in their clothes 
and accessories. But are they now too well dressed to play 
outside? Good thing Mary understands that sometimes a little 
'glam' goes a long way--and when it comes to recess, having 
a great time is always in style. 
 
Mostly Monsterly      Hardback________   $18.99__________ 
On the outside, Bernadette is a lot like the other monsters in 
her class but when she shows that she can be sweet, her 
classmates reject her until she finds a way to fit in again. 
 
 

Order form continued on the back 



No Bunnies Here!                      Hardback________    $17.99__________ 
A bunny tries to convince a wolf there are no bunnies around, 
while bunny after bunny hops into the scene. 
 
Nugget and Fang       Hardback________ $18.99__________ 
An unusual friendship between tiny minnow Nugget and 
toothy shark Fang is tested when Nugget learns in minnow 
school that he is supposed to be afraid of sharks, prompting 
Fang's hilarious efforts to win back Nugget's trust. 
 
Nugget and Fang Go to School    Hardback________  $17.99__________ 
Eagerly accepting Minnow's invitation to join Mini Minnows 
Elementary, Fang the shark finds himself in over his head in 
the face of beginner reading and math skills, rather smaller 
classmates and a teacher who looks suspiciously crabby. 
 
 
Nugget and Fang Race Around the Reef  Board Book_______     $8.99__________ 
Counting and subtraction alongside hands-on elements immerse 
readers in this fun-filled underwater world featuring best pals 
Nugget and Fang. Who will win the race around the reef? 
 
One Sheep, Two Sheep          Hardback________    $14.99__________ 
In this hilarious barnyard picture book, Rooster is trying to 
count sheep but keeps getting interrupted by all of the animals 
on the farm. They're ruffling his feathers-and they don't look 
the slightest bit sheepish! 
 
Wordy Birdy       Paperback________      $7.99__________ 
Wordy Birdy loves to talk, but will she ever learn to listen? 
 

Wordy Birdy Meets Mr. Cougarpants    Paperback________      $7.99__________ 
When Wordy Birdy and her friends go on a camping trip, they 
get an unexpected visit from Mr. Cougarpants. Can Wordy 
Birdy talk herself out of a becoming dinner? 
 

Your Alien               Hardback________    $14.99__________ 
When a little boy meets a stranded alien child, the two quickly 
become friends, but at bedtime, the alien suddenly grows very 
sad, and the boy tries to figure out what his new friend needs 
to be happy again. 
 
12 Days of Christmas in Oklahoma    Board Book_______      $7.99__________ 
Addison writes a letter home each of the twelve days she 
spends exploring the state of Oklahoma at Christmastime, as 
her cousin Ethan shows her everything from the Chickasha 
Festival of Light to a cow chip throw. Includes facts about 
Oklahoma. 
 
     Order Totals    ___________  ______________    
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For more information about the visiting author’s books (including awards and 
reviews), go to https://www.hollandhall.org/about/primary-school-library. 
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